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Keep employees AND assets safe.

FORKLIFT INFORMATION SYSTEM
An investment in a safer workplace not only protects employees 
and visitors — it can reduce the damage of product, equipment, 
assets and work-related injuries. The Forklift Information System 
(FLIS) from OEA Safeguard saves valuable time, without taking 
shortcuts on safety. 

OSHA Pre-shift Inspection: a digital, standard OSHA pre-shift checklist is included and completion is required  
for vehicle startup. Timing parameters and question obscurity are set to prohibit operators from rushing through  
the checklist. Customized checklists can be created or modify the existing based on lift truck model. Pass/fail result  
notifications sent in real-time. 

Operator Productivity Tracking: real-time reporting of vehicle analytics by operator including: travel time, idle time,  
lifting/lowering and vehicle logon time. 

Impact Detection: immediate notification of an impact/incident with all operator and vehicle data time-stamped.

Access Control: only authorized personnel can operate vehicle. User permission levels can be set for vehicle operation,  
performing vehicle maintenance and accessing all vehicle data remotely in real-time. 

Fleet Utilization: optimize forklift fleet through factual, real-time usage statistics. 

Integrate Additional Accessories: with one available USB port and one CAN bus port, the standard FLIS model  
offers the ability to add sensors and other accessories based on individual preferences. 

ELIMINATE 
the MASSIVE paper 
trail of OSHA pre-shift
CHECKLISTS. 

Have report data available at a moment’s notice  
when an inspection, failure or impact occurs.
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When safety is a top priority, you need a system that keeps up with your speed  
of business. These optional accessories can be added to any FLIS model to optimize  
vehicle performance, standardize safety protocols and actively monitor operator productivity.

ACCESSORIES FEATURE BENEFIT

Speed Sensor Track speed 
Instant notification of vehicle speeding incidents by 
operator allows for immediate corrective action — 
improving safety culture. 

Buzzer Sound and light alerts when  
speeding or impact occurs

Buzzer and light alert operator and bystanders of 
speeding or impact to reduce the risk of injury or 
damage. 

Camera
Camera can be attached  
anywhere on the truck  
to aid in visibility

Camera feed displays directly on screen —  
allowing for a better view from the rear, mast or  
anywhere else additional sight might be needed.

Load Detection Document when vehicle  
is carrying load

Use load data to make informed decisions about 
operator and vehicle utilization.

Eliminate the overwhelming paper  
trail — access organized data quickly 
to analyze, share or present.

Adapt to Fit Your Needs

Contact our sales team today!

FLIS can be used with any make and model of forklift truck.

Receive immediate timestamp notifications 
when an incident occurs — including which 
operator was driving.

FLIS can save valuable time with FLEET MANAGEMENT reporting:

Manage safety and maintenance  
— ensure vehicle usage and 
maintenance always meet your standards.

Use reports to track vehicle usage  
and productivity by site, operator and  
vehicle — improving asset utilization. 


